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Özet
Bu makalede, Bulgaristan Halk Cumhuriyeti'nin ilanında'ı soffa

Bulgaristan'dan Türkiye'ye doğu yaşanan 1989 göç dalgası ve 1989
göçmenlerinin Avnıpa Birliği ile ilişkileri irdelenecektir. 1989 göç
dalgası Bulgaristan'dan Türkiye'ye doğru yaşanan son göç olmasrnrn
yanında, sosyal etkilerinin çok boyutlu olmasr açrsrndaır da üzerinde
durulması gereken önemli bir sosyal olgudur. Bu sosyal etkinin
görüldüğü öneııli alanlardan birisi de göçmenlerin Vatandaşlık
statiileridir. Göç döneminde Bulgaristan Vatandaşlık haklannı kaybeden
veVeya bırakan göçmenlerin Tiirkiye Cumhuriyeti vatandaşlığna sahip
olmalan, 1989 göçünün beklendik bir sonucudur. Tarihsel siireçte
Bulgaristan'ln Aı,nıpa Birliği ile tam üyelik miizakerelerine başlaması ve
göçmeıılere Bulgaristan Cumhuriyeti vatandaşlığı geri a1ma hakkınrn
tanmması, Tiirkiye'de yaşayan Bulgaristan doğumlu Tiiırk göçmenlerinin
bazılarını Bulgaristan Cumhuıiyeti vatandaşlığ geri alma konusunda
teşvik etmiştir. Özellikle Bulgaristan'ın Avnıpa Birliği ile mi2akerelerin
sonuna yaklaşması ve tam üyeliğ' bu siiııeci hızIandıran önemli bir etken
olmuşfur. Bu çerçevede çifte vatandaşlığın ve özellikle de Avrupa Biıliği
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Savaş Çağlayan

Vatandaşllğnm kullanımının, fiili bir geriye göç yaratmasa da bif
vatandaşlık göçü yarattığını söylemek miimkiindür. 

- -

Anahtar Kelimeler: Göç, 1989 göç dalgası, Vatandaşlık statiisü,
Vatandaşlık kullanım tercihleri, Vatandaşlık
göçü.

Abstract

- In this article, 1989 migration wave that occrırred after the
declaration of Republic of Bulgaria and relations between l9g9
emigraıts and EU will be aıalyzed. As 1989 migration wave have been
multidimensional social effects and was the lait migration wave, it,s
important to exaırıine that social fact. one of those- social effects is
citizenship status. It,s natüal that the emigrants loose and/or prefer to
loose Bulgaıian citizeııship and acquire the Turkish citizensiıip as a
consequence of migration. As a result of frrll membership process of
Bulgaria 

-to 
E!, and possibility to return to Bulgarian ciizenship for

Bulgaria bom Tıırkish emigrants, have encouraged s-ome of the emigrants
for taking back Bıılgarian citizenship. Especial_ly, the fact, that BJgaria
has carne to a[ end at negotiations for EuropeaıGion fuiı membeihip,
has become a significant factor acceleratinğ thut p.oc"... In that frame,
it's possible to say tlıat, dual citizeııship -a Bü citizenship have noi
brought actual remigration but provoked citizenship migration.

Keywords: Migration, 1989 migration wave, Citizenship status,
Citizenship preferences, Citizenship migration.

Introduction

_ In historical base, it,s possible to state that defeat of Ottoman
Empire in the war of 1877-1878 Ottoman-Russia War as starting point of
migrations. from Bulgaria to Turkey. The migration can be taken as a
starting point took place from Bulgaria to Turkey was spread in a long
duration for that reason to cateğoize is necessary. beclaration of
Republic of Bulgaria displays both an historical transformation point and
transformation of superstructuıe. The reasons that forced Tutks to
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migrate and changes in context that identifies forms of percipience of
these reasons by Turks made necessity to historical deınaıcation.

Since the declaration of Rçublic of Bulgari4 there have been
three migration waves from Bulgaria to Turkey. The first migration wave
was in 1950-51; second one was in 1969-78 named "family related
migation''; and the last one wııs in 1989. This paper focuses on the 1989
migration wave. Theoretical framework and field results of this paper
derive from PhD Thesis titled, "The Migration from Bulgaria to Tuıkey
(After Declaration of The Republic of Bulgaria to Present Day)" which
was accepted in 15* January 2007 by Institution of Social Sciences,
Departmeııt of Sociology, Ege University.

1989 Migration Wıve and Preparative Reasons

The leading reason of 1989 migıation wave is üe forced and
repressive practices; "revival process". These practices are executed on
the Turkish minority which was more populated in respect to other
minorities. The "revival process" policies were strictly based on the idea
that "there is no Turk in Bulgaria; only there are Bulgarians who were
Turkificated and ottomaıated under ottoman Administration". In this
context the revival process policies enable ideological and political base
of assimilation of Muslim minorities. This assimilation practices involve
replacing Turkish names with Bulgarian names, forbidding speaking
Turkish, Islamic symbols and clotlıing which symbolize Turks and
Turkish culture in public sphere.

The fiıst practice of changing names started at the end of 1984
and carried on systematically in south of Bulgaria. The same yeaf, armed
forces went to üllages in Kırcali and Haskova, in Novembeı and
December. Poıılton defines that process as "the method reseınbling to
methods that were used on Pomaks. The villages which had mostly
Turkish population, have been srırrounded generally earŞ in the morning
by police with dogs aııd tanks. Authorized persons, although they had
new identity cards or officially valid name list, visited all houses one by
one and pressed households to accept new identity cards or signing
'\ı,illingness forms" which notifies to take new Bulgarian nİımes as
personal preference" @oulton, 1993: 159). As it appears from above,
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outlook w-as that Turkish people prefers to change their names on own
account. On tlese grounds, to say ttrat the process executed on pomaks
was a preparation for the process which was in l9g4_g5 is
communicable. Changing of the names process glided through north of
Bulgaria, Vama and from there reached io east, iubruca in January and
Februmy in 1985. This pıocess ended in March 1985 and according to
some resorırces, over one million Turkish names were changed. ihis
figuıe seems too exaggerated. Because, according to lgg2 census of
population thele were 800.052 Turks in ıulgaria (Hodja & Milanov,
1998: l33). After the completion of chaıging names, The President of
Bulgarian Asseınbly Stanko Todorov .poı." out tiıat ..changing of
Arabian and Turkish names of citizens hJve been rapidly, naturally and
surely completed; there is no item excçt Bulgarian nation and Bjgaria
is one nation" @oulton, 1993: 160).

The changing ofnames process exeıcised have been retroactively.
Names of immigrants who came to Turkey befoıe this process arrd names
of deaths have been chaıged on official documents. 

'Even 
some of the

names on gravestones have been charıged (Zhelyazkova, 1998: l1).
Turkish people who ğected to change their names, refuşed to take new
identity caıd and who did not got Bulgariaıı names on official documents
could not get salaries and some of them were discharged and could not
get sanitaxy- s€rvice (Dayoğlu, 2005: 297). Some of them wele a.ITested,
tortured and imprisoned. Also during this period, administrative districts
composed of Turks were made subject to the administrative districtswhic! are composed of Bulgarians. Therefore, administrative
assimilation was also pursued, too.

In the meantime annoyance of the Turkish minority tumed into
19ryq9" and act of protests. These actions went on throughout January
1984-March 1985. These actions couldn't show itself at national level but
rather remain at regional, even at üllage level @ayoğlu, 2005: 300).
These reactions couldn,t attach the attention of iniem-ationaı opinion.
These reactions and endeavors of disseminating the reactions to ıarger
levels continued until eaıly 1989.

. - _ _ 
In- order to migrate to Turkey and to protest tlıe events happened

in 1989, hunger strikes are held by the Belene Camp prisoners. Hrınger
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strikes in 1989 attracted the attention not only within Bulgaria but also
attention of foreign press and the world has been increased to the issue.
Glasnost policy in Soviet Union and its feflections on Bulgaİia was
evaluated as cause of mass protests. That is to say, due to alleviation of
the control over radios communication and contact with othğ cormtries
have inteıısified, international opinion could get news about events in
Bulgaria. Especially three radio chaınels, broadcasts were significant:
BBC, Deutsche Welle ve Radio Free Europe @ayoğlı, 2005: 302;
Poulton, |993: l87)' By mediate of tlıese events and countef
organizations in Bulgmia became organi zed and protests were
disseminated throughout the country.

Because of tiese protests, Bulgarian govemment's tolerance on
migration has increased and Bulgarian govemmerıt made pfeparation for
permission to migrate to Turkey. Amendment on passport law in gr-9r
May 1989 was the preliminary work for migration permission. Because,
by means of this amendment travelling to foreign countries was freed and
anyone who wanted could have passport. 28 May 1989 president of
Bulgaria, Todor Jivkov, on his speech on teleüsion toId that ,Bulgarians
who forced to be Muslim allowed leaving country, and asked to iurkey
'open the borders for migration'. Response ı^/as from The President of
Rçublic of Turkey, Tuıgut Özal declared that .lhe borders are open for
the emigrants, for Bulgarian Turks @ayoğlu, 2005: 302_305).

In this process, diplomatic notes are given mufually between two
countries. About 2500 Bulgarian Turks who organized and participated
to demonstrations were exiled to different European Cormtries. After
that, due to increased migration demaıds and forcing of Bulgarian
govemment, migrations to Turkey started in 6-7 June 1989. Firstly, the
residents of the villages and other regions close to üe Turkish border,
have been forced to migrate to Turkey by Bulgarian Govemment. In 2l.t
August 1989 The Rçublic of Turkey closed the border gate and accepted
the only emigrants who had visa. Until July 1990, 350.000 peöple
immigrated to Turkey. This process has been defıned positively by
Pllgarian govemment as "great excursion,, (Dimitrov4 l99g: 5aj.
Therefore Bulgarian govenıment evaluated the migration just, as if an
'oexcursion".
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_ _ 
stTtin-c from early 1990s, about half of emigraııts migrated back

to Bulgaria- due^ to unemployment, livelihood, adaptation aıd housing
probleıns. In l0* of November 1989, The President of Republic oT
Bulgaria, Todor Jivkov, resigned due to protests against the govemmeııt
and Mladenov succeeded at the Presidency Election (soysaı, i ııı: ı ıo;.
Jivkov's resigrıation can be considefed as a sign of the fa11 of socialism
and also as the major reason of migrations ioming back to Bulgaria.
Because Turkish eııigrants regarded Todor Jivkov and the sociilism
represeırted by him as the major reason for migration. In this
circumstance, Bulgarian-Turkish border became a place of mutual
fnigration. In 1989 35.000 people from 9.300 family ıemigrated back to
Bulgaria. Reasons of acceleration of remigration were, eriancipation of
imprisoned Tıırks including Ahmet Dogan in 22"d Decembb, New
Government of Bulgaria's declmation of the Jivkov,s govemment,s
minority policy as a "mistake,, and retrocession of rights of minorities in
29'' December. Mutual migrations continued *tiı .io of l990s.
Kumbetoglu claims that 310.000 emigraııts came to Turkey in 1989 and
245.000 of them settled down in Turkey and acquired Turkish
nationality; and number of remigrants was not more than 150.000
(Kiimtetoğlu, |997: 229). Although the niımber of remigrants is not
definite, a mass remigration occurred in early years of 19g9 migration.

General Evıluation of 1989 Migration Wave

- According to Bulgarian researcheı Maria Todorova, in order to
understand the reasons of the concemed problems in Bulgari4 first of all,
it's necessary to develop a revised view inside Balkan-s. That kind oi
view needs to take into consideration the Ottoman Empire,s effect on
Balkans. She argues that this view displays the permanent heritage of
Ottoman Empire. "However, if we take, group consciousness in
particular and different and competitor ways of- formatting national
consciousness in geııeral, into account, the issue becomes more
complicated" (Todorova, 2003: 35 l).

By using such a framework, To<iorova discusses minority problem
in Balkans: she argues that all the ways to solve the minoritypioblems
including Turks; forcing migration out of country and assimilation. She
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gives examples of Greek migrafion from Istanbul in 1950s and Turkish
mi$ation from Bulgaria at the end of 1989 as forced migration and
former Yugoslaüan case as assimilation as an exİ nple for assimilation
(Todorova, 1997: 133; Todorova, 2003: 351). For Todorov4 Turks'
migration from Bulgaria is notİıing more than result of being the
inhabitant of Balkans and historical process. So, her approach toıvaıds
migration waves and migration process, do not contain emigrant,s effect
on migration. Also Todorova disclaims that whatever happened in
Bulgaria can not be considered as 'assimilation'.

Gheorgheiva uses the same frarnework with Todorova. Migrations,
in her view, arise from the danger of assimilation and eıosion of one,s
national identity. The minority probleıı in Bulgaria has tried to be solved
with same policies implemented in Eastem Europe. The solution was,
forcing to migrate; in other words maıipulatioıı./mobilization of
intemational migration.

In contrast to Todorova, Gheoıghieva argues that reason of
migrations does not depend on being the inhabitaıt of Balkans; but
socialist experience in East Europe. She displays socialist administration
and rule of Todor Jivkov as reasons of 1989 migration wave. (Gheorghiwa,
1998:29 3O).

Baest in his article, aıalyzes the relationship between The
Republic of Bulgaıia and minorities in Bulgaria and displays Soviet
Union's endeavors of process of creating Soüet people as reıısons of
assimilation policy (Baest, |990: 4|2). According to Beast; the ıeasons
of assimilation policies are the socialist period and Soviet Union
indoctrinations. Therefore; for Beast the reasons of migration waves lie
outside of Bulgari a.

According to the opinions above, the reasons of 1989 migıation
wave are strucfural; in the Pmsonsian terms, due to tlıe system. However,
it's possible to say that individualistic reasons and network between
Bulgaria and Tuıkey were more effective rather tlıan strucfural factors.
Also, the fieldwork results denoted tiat the main reasons were
indirıidualistic.

Pieldwork data findings were in line with Weber,s social action
theory in sociological sense. Even tlıough Weber's theory of social action
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emphasizes individual, indiüdual,s preferences and actions rather than
structure, Weber uses motives in its context to construct the theory of
social action. Therefore it,s necessary to take the orientation reasons and
motives for migration decisions into consideration. According to the
information gatlıered via suwey and depth interviews, the motives that
orient individuals to use their preferenci for migration are, hope to be
together with frieııds, relatives and family whJ ıive in Turkey. More
explicitly wişh for liüng in Turkey. These wishes aıe composed of
historical aıd cultural relations witlı Turkey and emigrant networks. The
determinant cause of the meaning and content of thJ mass migration is
th9 w5h to be in Tuıkey aıd individual preference arıd tiĞ of the
migration i-s determined by pressure poliiy on Turkish minority in
Bulgaria. The politics of Bulgarian Govimmint as the structural factor,
prçaıed the political conditions between two countries for migrationj
and individuals who w.ish to migrate found a chance and they used their
preference in favor of migrafion.

In this context, question of ..Why some Turks migrated but some
of them prefered to stay?,' needs to be answeıed. The" answer lies in
individual decision. So, 1989 migration wave is formed of individuat
actions ıııith--wishes aııd preferations to migrate. If system forced to
migrate, so all of Turks had to migrate. yet this is not the case.

Savaş Çağlayan

1 Thanks to Luıufo KoRUKMEZ. Researcher in Ege Unive$ity, Depaltmmt of sociolQry

Methodology

.. Sry"ı research was applied- in two stages; üe first sl.age was
pilot application' conducted in l4r May 2006; in the second stase.

"4ryış9 
and changed questionnaire form was applied in 1ro -2oa _ ,', 

j
and26"'May 2006. The survey research conducted in Huııiyet district of
lryç T"ry. which is a typical Bulgarian emigrant neiğhborhood in
UıLzıemrr, lzmır. I]y means of random sampling method, 220 valid
questionnaires were applied and this figure ."pr".ent. the Vo 2.5 of İotal
population of the district. Also, teıı depth inteıwiews were made with
1989 Bulgarian emigrants who belong to different social strata and jobs
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(academiciarı, teacher' worker, retiled, aıd housewife, etc.) and live in
different parts of izmir in 13r, 14n, 15th and 26ft June 2006.

In historical process, migrations between Bulgaria and Turkey,
run mutually and consecutive. This historical evideııce force us to
evaluate migıation process as wavy ld triggering plocess rather than
stable, experierıced in one tum and which has a staıting and ending point.
So every migration wave is unique and original. In parallel migration and
emi$ant discussed as accompanying and supporting each othff concepts
in a social aıd historical context.

Neither macro peıspective that deal with strucfure and strucfural
reasons @arsons) nor micro perspective that deal with indiüdual and
indivualistic preferences (Weberian) sepaxate migration and emigrant. So
the Parsonsian and Weberian analysis are not inadequate. In this accorınt,
while individual and family decisions determined mass movements,
reasons, formations and dimensions of migration; structural factors
determined the periods and the time formations.

In this sfudy, eııigrant is evaluated as a social actor who decides
and desigıı.s migıation but not as aı actor who is exposed to migration.
Thus, in Turkish Emigration case, emigrants and their close relations
with Anatolia and Anatoliaı people wefe very effective for the decision
of migration. And also previous migration waves from Bulgaria to
Turkey have been appreciated positively for actuation for the waves
which are subjects of this study (especially for 1989 wave). Especially
migration netıVork between these two colmtries is an encoüaging factor
for the migration decisions and a facilitator factor for adapting and
softening the process in immigration period. So pushing and pulling
factors are distinct for that migration case. But the effects ofthese factors
s are not separate, moreover, these factors are interactive. Due to
increasing and strengthening of pushing factors in pre-migıation periods;
pull factors are being more aıd attfactive ıealization of pull factors by
potential emigrants have increased. For a better saflng, this sifuation can
be defined more explicitly by facfual backgrounds in Bıılgaria. This
situation increased the recogııition ofnetwork aııd its meaning.

In this perspective 1989 migration wave, as a massive social
action, will be analyzed by mediation of social action conception. These
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conceptions are taken from theory of paxsons and Weber. parsons,
conception of social action emphasizes structure and system. This
lpproach emphasizes individual's freedom of action and will. Therefore
individual action is absolutely determined by the system @arsons, 196g:
40-50). Whereas the Webeıian social action 

"o"'.ğ-t 
,ıirutıo, ıru, -

!ıdMd9al base and gives considerable space for the individual action.
Explicitly, Weberian conceptualization o} social action beloıgs to the
actoı who understands the action in a social context. In this sense social
actioo has a meaning in tlıe human motives, feelings and intended actions
base. Although Parsons, indiüdual who is inüsfule in the system and
whose action is determined; Weber,s indiüdual is responsible from
his/her action and acts in a context (Weber, 1995: 10-30). '

This paper will discuss l9g9 migrafion wave in within the
perspective of Weberian and parsonsian iheories and methodological
background.

Citizenship and Migration in a New perspective
In this part pattems of using citizenship by Bulgarian emigraııts in

Turkey and migration to the coming home process wi'iı be discussed vla
citizenship. This is because, possession oi Buıgariaı citizeırship and
accordingly European Commıınity citizenship display essence of
migration and a relationship between citizenship anA migration.

Table l shows citizenship status aııd cause of preference of dual
citizenship of emigrants attended in survey. Accordi ng-to İhe tab\e 64.5Yo
of tlıe emigrants have both Turkish and liulgariaıı ciizenship. 67 people
of emigrarıts, with a percentage of 30.5%, orıy hur" Turkish citizensiıip
T9 ı ı. 

.people, - 
with a percent age of 5.06/o, only have Bulgarian

citizenship. People, who have only Bulgarian ciiirensiip, are the piople
that come to Turkey, not as emigıants but by üsa, in recent years and the
legal proceedings for citizenship are continuing on. Also, it must be
noted that, people who have only Turkish citizerıship, belongs to older
age group. Considering the table above, it can be said ihat people who are
ygıı1g and have opportunity to social mobility are maintaining the
relations with The Republic of Bulgaria.
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According to the table 1, the most important cause for the
preference of dual citizenship is the relationship between Bulgmia and
Euıopean Union with a percentage of 30.0%. Second cause is that they
have a right by 23.2% arıd third cause is because Bulgarian citizenship is
more advantageous than Turkish citizenship in other counffies. As seen
in figures, Bulgarian citizenship is more advantageous in othğ countries
and using these advantages are the other reasons of the preference of
Bulgariaı citizenship. 5 people in arıother category declared that, it's
easier to do offıcial works with Bulgarian citizenship in Bulgaria. Within
this respect, it can be said that the causes of pıeference of dual
citizoıship are European Union citizeııship and easily transition to the
otheı countries.

Table I Citizenship

Cause of
Preference of Dual

Citizenship

Citİzenship Stıtus

CITIZENSHIP INFORMATION

Totıl
Unanswered

Other

It's more
advantageous in
third countries

Just because it's a
right

EU relations of
Bulgaria and its

advantages

I didı't Prefer/I
don't want

Total

Bulgarian citizenship

Tlrrkish citizeııship

Dual citizeııship

220

ll
5

22

51

66

65

220

1l
67

147

Freq.

100,0

5,0

ta

10,0

141

30,0

29,s

100,0

5,0

30,5

64,5

Per
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, . A.:o^r! 
11g to the figure below, people who vote in Bulgarian

elections is o/o38.2 aıd who do not vote ı. xoı.s. Most of emigıaits do
P1 pTf", to vote in Bulgariaıı- elections. In other words; advaitages ofBulgariaıı citizenship aıe standing in foıefront than reşonsibilities for
emigrants and attachment to Bulgariaı politics is not important for the
emigrants. Yet voting in Bulgarian elections is encouraged by emigrant
associations and Movement of Rights and Freedoms, the-party of ruı<ish
minority.

Chart 1 Voting in Bulgarian Elections

Table 2 displays the figures of interest in daily political and social
events in Bulgaria. According to the results; 6i'i pe, cent is not
inJerested in daily political eveırts in Bulgariu, *ir"r.u, 3i7o is interested.
These figures support the claim that, anigrants are only interested in
taking advantages of Bulgarian citizenship. In other wo:rds; emigrants
concem only about Bulgarian passport and its utilities not about Bulgaria.

& Yes
trNo
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Table 2 Interested in Bulgaria

Totıl

No

Yes

Interested in Dıily Political Events in Bulgaria

220

143

77

Frequency

100,0

65,0

35,0

Percent

Iiı respect of the data above it can be said that the emigrants are
kying to adapt to EU's multinational structure by establishing a new
nation-state citizenship. Since emigrants prefer one citizenship over
another, for the purpose of benefitting from it, but on the other hand,
these emigrants does not ğect any of them offlcially and use these two
citizenship at necessary times. This picture can be interpreted as a way of
the settling official matters. New view and utilization of the citizenship
can be called as "instrumental citizenship".

Pattem of using tlıe name is another supporting indicator of the
thesis. Emigrants have two niımes like citizenship. Again, emigıants use
one name over other foı purpose of advantage in different time and
location. Emigrants, who migrated in 1989 due to enforcement of
Bulgarian govemment to change their names, now use the Brılgariaı
naınes as an advantage and an instrument. In 1989 meanings of Bulgariaı
nıımes wefe assimilation, loosing national identity aıd depersonalization,
today it means aı instrument for transition to Europe.

At this point it's necessary to look into European Union
citizeııship and migration due to EU citizenship. Considering that the
migration process began after Bulgarian full membership to European
Union is a significaııt misconcçfion, due to tİıe fact that emigrants
insisted on taking Bulgarian citizenship at the end of process of
Bulgarian negotiation with European Union. At the end ofthe negotiation
process, backwaıd migration has gained momentum. It looks like a
backward migration but in fact tlıere is no physica1 migration. Therefore
it's not possible to identisı in political terms like "back to roots", ..Great
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Excursion'', "forced migıation,, or ..resett1ement,'. At this point we may
identifu tlıat migration as ,.citizenship migration,,.

_ In this process although many of the emigmnts prefer to migrate
9u"k ,o Bulgaria, most of them prefer to live- in Turkey as ha:ving
Bulgariaıı passport and right of free movement. People who i. yo*g -ihas opportunity to be mobile, he/she prefers to live in a triple struJture:
Tuıkey, Bulgaria and other Euıopean Union countries. on the other hand,
these people who choose Turkey as permanent residence, according to
the_ conditions and periodic conjunJture, they may live or work in
Bulgaria and other European Union countries. 

-In 
migrations to the EU

coııntries and third countries that are namely "Periodic migıations,,, the
emigrants join in a network differeııt from network of nuıgarian
emigrants in Turkey. After that they usually join the two networks which
are in Turkey and EU countries. After 19g9 migration wave and during
post-migration period, Turks who live in Bulğaria migrated to other
European countries like Swedeıı, Switzerland -o c".-_*y. Bulgaria,s
fi.rll-membership to the EU assembles emigrants who emigrateJ from
Bulgaria to Turkey and Europe and their emigrant network. In this
context it's appropriate to identiflı migration aJ citizenship migration
ratlıer üan physical and actual migration.

In the relation of negotiation of Bulgaria and EU, despite
idenfified as disadvantage of being emigrant and being iaentmea'ty
Turkish emigrarıts in the same way, today fums into an i-dvantage. This
process and migration which was descdbed as ,.citizenship miğation,,,
can be assessed as a result of perception and utilization of instrumentai
citizenship.

Conclusion
Due to structural factors, determination of time and preference of

migration by potential emigraıts, 1989 migration wave occurred. Most of
emigrants who migrated in 1989 and did not migrate back to Bulgaria
have access to reach and use of the emigrant network Bulgaria=and
Turkey.

The major factors which increased emigrants, interests in Bulgaria
are that of the process of negotiation of full-membership of Bulgaria-with
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EU. This process encouraged emigants to use benefits of dual
citizenship status. The dual citizenship status is an instrument for finding
job, university education aİıd transition to tİıird countries, in othef words
aı opporhrnity for social mobility. The social mobility does not give rise
to a mass migration but it is crucial to identifu that movement. Migration
for the purpose of EU citizeııship gives rise to citizen migration. This
kind of migration is a new form of migration that can be named as
"citizeııship migration''.
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